Quantifying the dynamic fluorescence quenching of phenanthrene and ofloxacin by dissolved humic acids.
Fluorescence quenching includes dynamic and static quenching, and both processes can alter the behavior and reactivity of the fluorescer. However, dynamic quenching is seldom quantified. This study combined dialysis equilibrium and fluorescence quenching methods to compare the contribution of dynamic and static quenching. The results indicate that phenanthrene (PHE)-DHA binding increased with DHA hydrophobicity, while ofloxacin (OFL)-DHA interaction showed the opposite effect. For PHE,the contribution of dynamic quenching to the overall fluorescence quenching was in the range of 50%~82% and decreased to 11%~58% with increased DHA hydrophobicity. However, OFL dynamic quenching increased from 2%~27% to 31%~61% with DHA hydrophobicity. Combining the results using model chemicals, we concluded that the carboxyl groups in DHA might be the primary components for PHE dynamic quenching and might be responsible for both dynamic and static quenching of OFL. Extensive study is needed to explore the quantitative relationship of dynamic quenching and chemical/DHA properties.